[Effect of 2-mercaptoethanol on the individual periods of the mitotic cycle].
Dynamics of the mitotic cycle of the KEPV cells being on different interphase stages at the start of a 20 hour 2-mercaptoethanol (0.001 M) treatment has been studied during the treatment and for 11 hours after washing out the agent. The KEPV cells affected by mercaptoethanol during the interphase (G1, S, G2) were shown to continue their passage through the cycle to enter mitosis, but part of the cells of the S period and of the first half of the G2 period were arrested in the interphase. In the presence of mercaptoethanol, mitotic cells reach the metaphase stage, and their further behaviour depends on the duration of the treatment. For the first 8 hours of treatment, a phase of "unstable block" exists for cells that were in S and G2 periods at the beginning of treatment, while other cells are transformed into K-metaphases. 8 hours later a phase of "stable block" occurs and all the normal metaphases are transformed into K-metaphases. After washing out the culture from mercaptoethanol the cells are ejected from the block in K-metaphase. The transformation from K-metaphase into the normal metaphase is realised in the course of this process. The cells which were in S and G2 periods at the beginning of the treatment are ejected from the block simultaneously after washing, while the cells of the G1 period--with a small delay. After washing out mercaptoethanol the cells that were in the interphase (G1, S, G2) at the beginning of the treatment are capable of producing both multipolar mitoses and mitoses without cytotomy.